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Why Microreplication for Pad Conditioning?
Microreplicated Pad Conditioner
• Shape of contact feature is designed and replicated
• Height dispersion of contact features is designed-in
• Type of contact cutting feature designed-in
• Consistency disk-to-disk from replication process

Paradigm Shift

Diamond Grit Pad Conditioner
• Shape of contact feature varies randomly
• Height dispersion of contact features varies
randomly
• Type of contact cutting feature varies
depending on grit type

Diamond Grit
Pad Conditioner
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Microreplicated surface
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Microreplicated Pad Conditioners
Pad Wear
(typical IC)

Engineered Surface Design
Attributes

Medium to
lower pad
wear

• Pyramid structures.
• All sharp tips.
• Bimodal, trimodal tip heights
with varied offsets.

Lower pad
wear

• Pyramid structures.
• Sharp and truncated (blunt) tips.
• Bimodal, trimodal tip heights
with varied offsets.

Higher
pad wear

• Polygon structures
• Sharp tips and sharp lines.
• Multiple tip heights with varied
offsets.
• Irregular tip orientation.

Example Surfaces

3M™ Trizact™ Pad Conditioner
B75-2990-5S2

Advanced Metrology for Microreplicated Conditioners
Diamond Grit
• Variance in quantity and spatial placement of “active” cutting tips
• Varied facet orientation of the cutting grits
Microreplication
• Consistent placement and sizing of structures and cutting features
• Consistent pattern, enabling advanced metrology for tip-by-tip analysis
Metrology used for Microreplicated Conditioners
• Coplanarity Tip Count– measures the number active tips within a defined
reference plane
• Coplanarity Angle – measures the angle of a mounted element to a
defined reference plane
• Element Flatness – measures the number of active tips for each element
within a defined reference plane
• Depression Angle –measures the sharpness of microreplicated tips

Typical diamond grit pad
conditioner abrasive
surface.

Microreplicated pad
conditioner abrasive
surface (ref B6-1900-5S2)
.

Example Metrology Flow
3D mapping
of each Element

3M™ Trizact™ Pad Conditioner
B75-2990-5S2
Each Tip
Characterized

Depression Angle
Tip Sharpness
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Element Flatness

Coplanarity Tip Count
Coplanarity Angle
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Depression Angle Measurement for Tip Sharpness
• Applied to structures with a defined tip
apex and facet edges

Top view –
detect tip apex and
corner orientations

Side view –
compute Depression Angle ɸ
r is fixed, d is measured.

r

ɸ

• Tip Sharpness quantified by determining
the “depression angle” Ø, using fixed
distance r from tip apex and measured
distance d.
• All facet edges are averaged for a mean
depression angle (MDA) per each tip
reported in radians.
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Tip Sharpness Metrology in Use Today

Tip Sharpness measurement currently used
for microreplicated primary/active cutting
tips for :
• Square pyramids
• Hexagonal pyramids
• Multi-faceted, multi-sided features
Applications for use:
• Quality Control (QC) metrology
• Post-use investigations
• Cutting mechanism understanding
• Fine-tuning conditioner performance for
unique pad materials

Four-sided pyramid structures

Six-sided pyramid structures

Mixed , multi faceted pyramid
structures
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CASE STUDY –
Using Tip Sharpness for Conditioner
End-of-Life Understanding

Using Tip Sharpness for Conditioner End-of-Life
Understanding
Scope of Work, Customer A
•

Replacing POR conditioner with Trizact

•

Trizact B75-2990 and B5-M990 removed
from service at typical POR end-of-life
wafer count

•

Tip sharpness compared pre- and postuse

Optical image, 80X magnification

Optical image, 30X magnification

Results
•

Tip sharpness (MDA) measurements
indicate minimal/modest change in
sharpness

•

Confirmation with optical and SEM
images

Conclusions

•
•

Conditioner sharpness indicates longer life
possible
Customer moved forward with test plan
for consumable life increases beyond POR
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SEM confirms minimal
wear on the active tips

SEM confirms modest
wear on the active tips

Status

MDA

Status

MDA

New

0.573

New

0.442

Used

0.569

Used

0.371
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Using Tip Sharpness for Conditioner End-of-Life
Understanding
Scope of Work, Customer B
•

Replacing POR conditioner with Trizact

•

Trizact B5-M990 removed from service
at typical POR end-of-life wafer count

•

Tip sharpness compared pre- and postuse

Dark area near the tip is the polished zone

Results
•

•
•

Tip sharpness (MDA) measurements
indicates change in sharpness consistent
with end of life
Similar and consistent results for several
disks analyzed throughout test period
Confirmation with optical and SEM
images

Conclusions
•

Tip wear consistent with end of life

•

Customer moved forward with test plan
for POR change
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Element 1

Element 2

Element 3

Element 4

Element 5

Status MDA
New

0.453

Used

0.185

Tip apex

Facet edges

Dark region, depth of pad
penetration
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CASE STUDY –
Using Tip Sharpness to
Troubleshoot Tool Fit-up Issues

Using Tip Sharpness to Troubleshoot Tool Fit-up Issues
Scope of Work
•

Conditioner returned post-use with evidence of
high wear on two adjacent elements, minor wear
on remaining three elements

•

Inspected with optical microscopy, SEM, and
interferometer in order to quantify root cause of
uneven tip wear

1

2

1
3

5

2
4

Results
•

Element-to-element and within element
measurements validated disk assembly to be
within specification

•

Short run-out test with laboratory CMP tool
confirmed proper operating function

•

Tip sharpness (MDA) measurements quantified
high wear of tips of two elements.

Conclusion
•

Customer tool gimbal found to be defective,
forcing only one side of disk into the pad.
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Initial
Element MDA
1
0.4391
2
0.4460
3
0.4472
4
0.4447
5
0.4438

Final
MDA
0.3980
0.4396
0.4734
0.1978
0.3584

4

5
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Summary
Tip Sharpness measurement uses Mean Depression Angle (MDA) to quantify the
sharpness of microreplicated cutting tips.

Consistency of Microreplication technology enables the use of MDA metrology
Applications for use:
• Quality Control (QC) metrology
• Post-use investigations
• Cutting mechanism understanding
• Fine-tuning conditioner performance for unique pad materials
• Insight for future designs for new tips and new cutting features
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Important Notice
Regulatory: For regulatory information about these products, contact your 3M representative.

Technical Information: The technical information, recommendations and other statements contained in this document are based upon tests
or experience that 3M believes are reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed.
Product Use: Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a
3M product in a particular application. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a 3M product, user is solely
responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of
application.
Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer: Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product packaging or
product literature, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M
MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR
CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this
warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price.
Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether
direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict
liability.
Electronics Materials Solutions Division
3M Center, Building 224-3N-11
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
1-800-251-8634 phone
651-778-4244
fax
www.3M.com
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3M and Trizact are trademarks of 3M Company.
Please recycle.
©3M 2016. All rights reserved.
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Thank You!

